Realistic fluid-solid interaction potentials are essential in description of confined fluids especially in the case of geometric heterogeneous surfaces. Correlated random field is considered as a model of random surface with high geometric roughness. We provide the general theory of effective coarsegrained fluid-solid potential by proper averaging of the free energy of fluid molecules which interact with the solid media. This procedure is largely based on the theory of random processes. We apply first passage time probability problem and assume the local Markov properties of random surfaces. General expression of effective fluid-solid potential is obtained. In the case of small surface irregularities analytical approximation for effective potential is proposed. Both amorphous materials with large surface roughness and crystalline solids with several types of fcc lattices are considered. It is shown that the wider the lattice spacing in terms of molecular diameter of the fluid, the more obtained potentials differ from classical ones. A comparison with published Monte-Carlo simulations shows good qualitative agreement with the theory predictions. The work provides a promising approach to explore how the random geometric heterogeneity affects on thermodynamic properties of the fluids.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction between fluid and solid molecules is essential for various fundamental phenomena: adsorption, capillary condensation, wetting and etc. In spite of long history of these problems major results were obtained for idealized smooth surfaces of the solid. However, real surfaces are usually rough, so influence of geometry on adsorption and other thermodynamic processes is actively investigated in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Wetting properties of fluid near heterogeneous surfaces has been studied in details [1, 2] . It was shown both experimentally [3] and theoretically [4] that the roughness can induce wetting transition at the conditions corresponding to the lack of wetting for smooth surface. Also, experiments with neutron scattering and Monte Carlo simulations show strong influence of the surface roughness on melting process [5] . In work [6] the review of intrusion and freezing in porous silica with both simple and disordered porous geometry is presented. Several works are devoted to fluid confined by both smooth spherical and cylindrical pores [7] shapes and fluid near abrupt wedges [8] [9] [10] .
Additional motivation to study heterogeneous surface is adsorption in real porous materials. Various methods for theoretical description of fluids inside the pore were developed. However in spite of the variety all standard methods have similar assumption, that solid surface is flat, smooth homogeneous plane. Hence several authors [11] [12] [13] noted, that theoretical adsorption isotherm has multi-step form due to multilayer structure of adsorbed fluid. Then, in the case of pore materials with wide pore size distribution two artifacts appeared: calculated adsorption isotherms have typical deviation from experimental one; obtained pore size distribution has the sharp gap corresponding to 10Å pores size. Thus theoretical adsorption isotherms obtained for pores with smooth surfaces are unable to fit the experimental data for real materials. In order to avoid assumptions about solid surface in works [11, 12] authors considered the carbon material as an amorphous media with variable one-dimensional density near the surface. Therefore the solid density is represented as rapidly decreasing function of the distance to the surface. Thus, the heterogeneity is described by only one parameter corresponding to the value of characteristic roughness. These modifications have acceptable agreement with experimental measurements for nongraphitized carbon. Jagiello and Olivier [13] considered two-dimensional heterogeneous surface, taking into account that carbon structure consists of curved graphene layers. In order to describe lateral corrugation authors defined explicit coordinate function for structure of surface.
With the development of computer methods of research it has become possible to study a random surface geometry of the pore space of three-dimensional models, for example, by methods of fractal analysis [16] . In the classical work [17] surface area of the porous media was determined by experimental adsorption isotherms, which allows drawing a conclusion about their fractal properties. Now it is appropriate to represent rough surface as random process [18] [19] [20] . The random rough surface is characterized by two parameters correspond-ing to variance and correlation function of random process. Results of artificial solid generation in such way are very similar with experimentally observed surface profiles. Rough surfaces are commonly divided into deterministic and random surfaces. Deterministic surfaces have a pre-scribed shape, usually of a simple form such as triangular, rectangular or sinusoidal. Random surfaces, are stochastic and are usually characterized using terms from probability theory such as distribution function or the statistical moments.
Random surfaces approach can be found in other physical problems. For example, the diffusive motion of Brownian particles near irregular interfaces is important in various transport phenomena in nature and industry. Most diffusion-reaction processes in confinied interfacial systems involve a sequence of Brownian flights in the bulk, connected by successive hits with the interface (Brownian bridges). In the work [21] theoretical and numerical analysis of bridge statistics was presented, and it was shown, that the results is directly related to the stochastic properties of the surface. Also roughness of the surfaces is highly important in the theory and applications of scattering of electromagnetic waves [22] . In the case of light scattering from random rough surfaces the ruling probability density distributions are given by the height distribution functions and the correlation functions describing the rough surfaces and the ray distribution describing the incident light [23] . For modelling and simulation purposes random rough surfaces can be generated using a method outlined by Garcia and Stoll [24] , where an uncorrelated distribution of surface points using a random number generator (i.e. white noise) is convolved with a Gaussian filter to achieve correlation.
A lot of phenomena of surface physics can be described by effective potential for interaction between fluid molecule and solid media. Indeed, in the case of smooth surface and Lennard Jones (12-6) interaction well known potentials like (10-4), (9-3) are results of integrating over single-layer molecular solid and multilayer ones, correspondingly. Also in the case of multi-layered solid more accurate potential (10-4-3) was obtained by Steel [25] . These potentials are widely used in the density functional theory (DFT), calculations of wetting phenomena and disjoining pressure. Calculations of the effective potential for solids with well-defined structure was performed in work [26] . According to this work total interaction between fluid molecule and solid media can be replaced by effective potential as function only of the distance from a molecule to the surface. The method of averaging potential is based on the comparison of the Helmholtz free energy obtained by accurate partition function of initial system and one which is result of approximated partition function with effective potential. The free energy average technique -is an approach to link the free energy of the system to one of a system with fewer degrees of freedom. Effective potentials of this type can be developed by ensuring that the partition function of the integrated representation corresponds to that of the explicit system. This type of averaging is commonly employed to obtain the reference-system potentials in different perturbation theories [27] [28] [29] . Free-energy average potentials are also widely used to describe effective interactions in colloidal, polymeric and biomolecular systems [30] . In the work [26] authors demonstrated that free-energy average potential is essential to accurate description of adsorption on solids with definite structure at low and moderate temperature. Corresponding effective potentials were obtained by numerical simulations of Lennard-Jones fluid by accounting for pair interactions of a fluid particle with every particle of the solid arranged in a given ordered lattice. For such cases it was shown by Monte-Carlo simulations that effective free energy averaged potentials are softer than classical ones (10-4, 9-3, 10-4-3 potentials). This reflects the fact that the less corrugated and smooth surface is the more fluid particles are prone to explore the gaps of the surface, especially at low temperatures. Thus even for surfaces with small heterogeneity correct averaged potentials are quite different from ideal smooth case. Therefore in the case of surfaces with large geometric heterogeneity realistic fluid-solid potentials are necessary.
In our current manuscript we provide the general theory and calculations of leading-order term of effective coarse-grained fluid-solid potential. The approach based on the mapping from average free energy of fluid molecules near the random high heterogeneous surfaces. In contrast to the case when the particle is far from the solid and one may use only general properties of random process which describe the surface we investigate particles in the vicinity of the surfaces and even their penetration into the solid so both general and local properties should be used. To obtain the average distance between solid and fluid particle inside it we applied first passage time probability theory and assume the local Markov properties of the random surface. Also we use the expansion of the two-point probability density of a random process in a series of the correlation function to obtain the conditional probability of random solid density in each z-coordinate slice. It may be applied for wide range of correlation functions of the random solid surface which could be obtained from experiments (for example X-ray measurements). Characteristic illustration of considered solid molecular media and corresponding heterogeneous surface can be found in Fig. 1 .
In order to examine the effective fluid-solid potentials we provide several calculations in the case of large irregularities of random surface. Also the general formula for potentials was simplified to obtain the approximated solution for the case of small surface irregularities. Effective potentials for solids with several types of face cubic centered lattices (111), (100), (110) were calculated. It was shown that the wider is the lattice spacing in terms of molecular diameter of the fluid, than obtained potentials the grater is deviation from classical ones (Steel potential or 9-3 potential [31] ). Also this effect was demonstrated in [26] by fully atomistic Monte-Carlo simulations and the comparison shown good agreement of our theory predictions and simulation. Obtained method provides a promising approach to explore how random geometry heterogeneity affects on thermodynamic properties of the fluid which is highly desirable in any density functional theory calculations. This paper is arranged as follows: partition function of the considered system and general result of averaging procedure in terms of functional integral are given in the next section. Then, application of general method is demonstrated as sketch of further calculations and three major steps of calculations are formulated. Thus, section of calculations is divided on these systematic steps. Each obtained exact result of subsections is complimented by exact analytical expression in more convenient form or analytical approximation. As result significant deviation from flat smooth surface was obtained for the cases of both large and small scales of roughness. Furthermore, simplification was done to approximate the effective fluidsolid interaction potential in the case of molecular size roughness. Results were obtained for two groups of surfaces: exact formula is used in the case of large deviations from flat smooth surface; in the case of small scale roughness general result is simplified and approximated analytical expression is obtained for roughness similar with molecular size.
FIG. 1:
Example of solid media with geometric heterogeneous surface. Gray balls illustrate solid molecules. Solid surface can be described by certain realization of the random field. The system of coordinate is presented in reduced units with respect to diameter of fluid particle d.
II. GENERAL THEORY
Let us consider a molecule of fluid, interacting with solid phase. Fluid molecule is a sphere with diameter d. The solid is represented by a system of M noninteracting molecules located at the sites of three dimensional lattice. In this work pair-interactions between a fluid and solid molecules are considered. Solid media has sufficiently large surface, which corresponds to certain realization of random process Z(r), where r 2 = x 2 + y 2 , system of coordinates is shown in Fig 1. Without loosing of generality we assume that the mean value of Z equals zero. Thus canonical partition function of this system has the following form:
where β = 1/k B T , T is the temperature, k B is Boltzmann constant, Q(f ) is the factor concluding thermal fluctuations of a fluid molecule, below for simplicity this factor will be left out; U is the total potential of interactions between fluid molecule at point r f = (x f , y f , z f ) and solid molecules at fixed points r 
s ). Let us consider a fluid particle lying at fixed z-coordinate, then corresponding partition function is
where Ω(z) is the configuration space of fluid molecule restricted by certain realization of random process Z(r) at fixed z-coordinate. More compact form for integration can be introduced Ω(z) dx f dy f ... = dΩ... . One can expand exponential term in (2), then expression (2) in the continuum limit has the following form:
where ρ( r s , Z) is the solid density, the number of solid molecules at volume d r s . It is important to note, that this function also depends on random process Z(r). Thus, the Helmholtz free energy corresponding to certain realization of random process Z can be found from the following expression:
Thermodynamic properties of this system are defined from free energy averaged over all realizations of random geometry:
where integrals imply functional integration over variations of Z at each point r. P (Z) is probability, that certain Z takes place. One can expand logarithm in expression (5) taking into account (3). Thus averaged free energy can be written as:
where Ω(z, Z) = dΩ is the total area of fluid's configuration space at level with fixed z for certain realization of Z.
On the other hand it is possible to substitute total pairwise intermolecular interaction by external field, which implies desired effective fluid-solid potential. Let us consider fluid particle with such external field, which depends on z-coordinate U ef f f s (z). This system is described by the same random geometry. Thus partition function for fixed z can be written as
After simple calculations, expression for averaged free energy takes the form:
Expressions of exact (6) and simplified (8) averaged energies can be equated βF ef f (z) Z = βF (z) Z , thus effective potential of fluif-solid interaction has the following form
The integration region for fluid molecule in expression (9) is union of non-crossing domains Ω i with random sizes, Ω(z) = ∞ i=1 Ω i (z). Permitted random regions Ω i are induced by random binary field which is a slice of random process Z at level z. One can rewrite integral in (9) taking into account structure of Ω
where U (Ω i (z)) is average potential at domain Ω i (z). It is possible to make simplification similar to mean field approximation, then
whereΩ(z) is domain with the average (characteristic) size. This average size depends on the properties of random process and the coordinate z. Thus, effective potential of interaction between fluid molecule and solid with random heterogeneous surface has the following form:
where P ρ(r s )|r f ∈Ω(z) is probability density of ρ(r s ) under condition that fluid particle lies at characteristic domainΩ(z). Thus, effective fluid-solid potential reflects the random surface properties by probability density P and average size ofΩ.
III. STRATEGY OF CALCULATIONS
In this section we provide a scheme of step by step calculations. To simplify further calculation one dimensional random process Z(x) is considered. Then a slice at any level h is random binary field
Let us consider a fluid particle at level z. The origin of x-axis coincides with the molecule position and this molecule is below the slice level h (see Fig. 2 for explanation).
FIG. 2:
Illustration of the molecule (bold dot) and some realization of random process corresponding to heterogeneous surface (solid curve). In this case the slice at level h is higher than fluid particle's one. L(z 0 , h) is the minimal length along an axis x such that Z(L) = h.
Thus, contribution to the total potential of fluid-solid interaction from the slice of the width dh is:
where u f s (r) is pair-intermolecular potential, r = (z − h) 2 + x 2 is the distance between considered molecule and certain point of solid media. Expression (13) corresponds to some realization of random process, so averaging over distribution of ξ h (x) is needed. For this reason one can use information about local structure of binary field ξ h (x) near x = 0. Since in considered case Z(0) = z 0 < z < h then ξ h (0) = 0. For fixed position of fluid particle and some realization of random process let us define length
Simple illustration can be found in Fig. 2 . Thus, the region inside (0, L)-interval can be excluded from integration over layer h (13) :
In order to calculate effective potential according to (12) average size ofΩ(z) and probability density P [ρ(r s )|r f ∈Ω(z)] are needed. It is known that ξ h (L) = 1, then averaging of (14) has to be executed over probability P 11 (h, s) ≡ P (ξ h (s) = 1|ξ h (0) = 1), which is probability that ξ h (s) = 1 under condition ξ h (0) = 1. The average size ofΩ(z) is defined by length L(z, h) which is averaged L(z 0 , h) taking into account correlation properties of the process Z(x). Thus, averaged expression of (14) takes the form:
Now it is possible to formulate the sketch of calculation of the total interaction potential between a molecule and solid media with heterogeneous surface
• calculate functions P 11 (h, s) and L(z, h) for each layer at level h
• perform averaging over probability function P 11 (h, s) for certain layer at level h
• final step is the integration over solid media
IV. CALCULATIONS
A. Conditional probability
In this part of work conditional probability P 11 (h, s) is derived. One can note that condition probability P 11 (h, s) is equal to correlation function for random field ξ h (x):
Let's consider random binary field ξ h (x) as a slice of random process Z(x) at level h:
Then, condition probability P 11 (h, s) can be written as the following double integral:
where normalization Ξ and new function F (x) = 1 − θ(x−h) were introduced, w
z is two-dimensional density distribution function of the process Z(x). In the current research stationary Gaussian process is considered. Thus at this case two-dimensional density distribution function with arbitrary correlation function K(s) has the following form
Such type of correlation functions can be calculated expanding ω (2) z in the orthogonal system series. Thus, the expression (19) could be rewritten as:
where H n is n-th order Hermitian polynomial [32] , w
(1) z is one-dimensional Gaussian density
Taking into account expression (20) one can derive the numerator of (17):
where coefficients C n correspond to the following expression:
It is easy to note that from expression (23) the value of the normalization Ξ = C 0 . Taking into account that K(s) → 0 when s → ∞, condition probability P 11 (h, s) in the limit s → ∞ tends to the value C 0 which is average density of binary field ξ h (x). Thus, for calculation of (17) one can use the following expression:
Detailed calculations of sum (24) can be found in App. A. Here, let us write the final analytical expression for condition probability:
where T (a, b) is special Owen's function [33] and implicit dependence on coordinate x is contained inside the following variable
Analytical expression (25) with (26) is obtained for arbitrary correlation function K(x). For further analysis and calculations the following expression K(x) = e −αx is considered, where α = 1 τ is inverse correlation length τ , which depends on type of modeling surface. There are some motivation points for this choice:
• In the case when correlation function is unknown.
Exponential function is convenient for the calculations and demonstrates the general properties.
If there is experimental data for correlation function K(x) then it is possible to approximate obtained data by exponential function with τ =
• It is well known in the theory of random processes that the correlation function of stationary Markovian process can be only in form of exponential function [34] . (17) . All curves start from the same value P 11 (0, h) = 1.
In Fig. 4 one can see, that the decline of P 11 curve depends on both σ and α, however, in the limit of large x the curve of P 11 tends to constant C 0 value determined only by h and σ.
B. Average length
According to general scheme in Sect. III, the next step is calculation of averaged length L(h) ≡ L(z, h), which is the average of the length L(z 0 , h) over realizations of random process Z. The value of L(z 0 , h) implies, that the binary field ξ h (x) for ∀x ∈ [0, L(h)] equals zero ξ h (x) = 0, under condition, that the particle is located at point (0, z). That is similar to the known problem of first passage time probability distribution in the theory of random process. In the current problem the distance L plays the role of the time. Thus the calculations consist of two steps: the first aim is the conditional average length L av (z 0 , h) taking into account that Z(0) = z 0 ; the second one is integration of L av (z 0 , h) under probability distribution of z 0 , which results in desired function L(z, h). The theory of Markovian process with boundaries has long history [35] [36] [37] . Statistical properties of stationary Markovian process is defined by function P (z, x|z 0 )dz, which is the probability, that z 0 ≤ Z(x) ≤ z if Z(0) = z 0 . Also, let's introduce the function F (L, h|z 0 ) -the probability that the length when the boundary is reached by random process at the first "time" lies at interval (L, L + dL) under condition Z(0) = z 0 ≤ h.
There are two general ways to dealing with the problem of calculation the probability distribution F (L, h|z 0 ) and its moments which we are interested in. The first approach may be obtained by observing that the probability (27) that the random process is at length L in the interval (−∞, h) is the sum of the probability f (L, h|z 0 ) that the process did not reach level h at any distance between (0, L), and the probability that it passed h for the first time at some length (0 < s < L) but returned. Using the relation between cumulative distribution function and probability density function
it may be shown that f (L, h|z 0 ) satisfies the adjoint Fokker-Plank equation (also known as the Backward Kolmogorov Equation BKE). Derivation of this equation in details is presented in [34, 37] . Differential equations on the moments of probability density F (L, h|z 0 ) then may be obtained based on this approach as shown in [34] .
In the present work we will use more simple method to calculate desired moments based on [37] . In the case when probability density function of the random process P (z, x|z 0 ) satisfies Fokker-Plank equation (that holds in assumption of Markovian process) the recursion integral formulas for the moments of F (L, h|z 0 ) may be obtained in the following way. At first, main integral relation may be obtained by classifying random processes Z(x) for which Z(0) = z 0 according to the distance s > 0 at which they reach the value h for the first time
For further analysis, the Laplace transform is needed. The Laplace transform of F (s, h|z 0 ) can be represented as series of the moments L n (h|z 0 )
where f implies Laplace transform of function f . Thus, after Laplace transform of the both parts of (29), taking into account (30), expression (29) becomes:
Later analysis in terms of Fokker-Plank coefficients is used. If the following limits are existed
then there are the following equations for probability P (z, x|z 0 ):
with initial condition P (z, 0|z 0 ) = δ(z − z 0 ), and boundary conditions P (±∞, x|z 0 ) = 0 and P (z, x| ± ∞) = 0 in cases of finite z 0 and z respectively. One can rewrite equation (34) as:
were the stationary function was introduced
Taking into account the asymptotic condition
can obtained the following expression for z > z 0 :
After Laplace transform of the both parts of equation (37), the following expression can be written:
Using expression (30) and the fact, that L 0 (h|z 0 ) = 1 on can get:
Thus, the recursion relation for the moments of density distribution of F (s, h|z 0 ) is obtained:
The average length L av corresponds to the case of n = 1 in the relation (40):
If correlation function K(x) = e −αx , it is possible to write simple expressions for Fokker-Plank coefficients: A(z) = −αz, B = 2σ 2 α. Thus, the average length has the form:
Expression (42) is not convenient for further calculations, because the limits of integration contain variables z 0 , h. For this reason in Appendix B some simplifications of (42) were produced, and more appropriate expression can be written as b. The second step In fact initial point z 0 is unknown except condition z 0 < z. For this reason the next step is integration of L av (z 0 , h) over z 0 under condition probability distribution P (z 0 |z 0 < z) defined by the model of random process Z(x). Demonstration of the second step can be found in Fig. 7 . Important to note that averaging procedure strongly depends on relative positions of fluid particle z and level h
Then, in the case z ≤ h:
where w
(1) z is one-dimensional stationary distribution of process Z(x) (21).
FIG. 7:
Illustration of the second step of the averaging. The right side curves correspond to examples of L av (h, z 0 ) calculated for different started points: z 1 , z 2 , z 3 . On the left side of the figure, gray curve is sketch of probability distribution ρ(z 0 ) of the initial point, ρ(z 0 > z) ≡ 0.
The case z > h differs from the previous one only by limits of integration
After substitution of expression for w
for the cases of z ≤ h and z > h, respectively: Analytical integrations for (46), (47) using exact expression of L av (z 0 , h) (43) is impossible, so approximated expression of L (z, h) is needed. Corresponding cumbersome calculations can be found in Appendix C. The final approximation for z < h has the following form:
Auxiliary function l(t) is introduced:
where constant A = 2 ln 2/(4 − π). Detailed calculations can be found in Appendix C. For the case z > h approximated expression can be written as
A − e In this section we perform the calculations of effective fluid-solid potential using obtained results of above sections Let us consider one of the most popular pair intermolecular potential Mie
where R is the distance between molecules, C = λr λr−λa λr λa λr λr −λa is a constant. In case of LennardJones (LJ) fluid (λ r = 12, λ a = 6) this constant equals to C = 4 , where is characteristic energy. One can consider a term of above expression as general power function of R in the following form Cd γ /R γ . The interaction energy of molecule and surface, induced by pair potential U (R) is the sum of interactions with all molecules in the solid media.
It is well known, that in the case of planar surface the integration can be easily obtained. In cylindric system of coordinate, circular ring of solid media with radius r and width dz has the volume 2πrdzdr. The number of solid molecules in the ring will be 2πρ s rdzdr, where ρ s is the number density of solid molecules. Then the interaction energy for a molecule at a distance D away from the surface is integration over all solid media
In the case of Lennard Jones potential, one can get well known expression:
Obviously, in the case of geometry heterogeneous surface above calculations becomes inadequate and modifications are needed. Firstly, in this case spatial density of solid is not constant and is defined by ρ s P 11 (r, h), see result of IV A. Secondly, spatial r-integration at each layer h should be started from corresponding value of L(h, z) see result of IV B. Thus, the new formula for the number of molecules in the ring of solid surface is 2πρ s P 11 (z, r − L)rdzdr, where integration over r will be started from L(h, z). Thus, integration of U (γ) over certain layer with z < h is defined as:
(53) After the following substitution r = r − L the above integration starts from zero
(54) Result corresponding to Mie potential (51) can be obtained as
The total interaction potential of a molecule and the solid media is the integration of (55) over h from −∞ to ∞. Thus, desired general expression has the following form:
Thus, obtained result contains two explicit integrals and can be calculated using results for P 11 (25) , L − app (48) and L + app (50).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section obtained expression (56) is applied to various heterogeneous surfaces which can be described by random process with parameters τ, σ. As an example we considered two groups of surfaces: the first one is amorphous materials with structureless surface and high geometric heterogeneity; the second one is materials with well-defined molecular structure and small heterogeneity. 
A. Amorphous materials with high heterogeneity
The examples of heterogeneous surfaces generated by random process simulations with fixed τ, σ can be found in Fig. 9 . In this terms ideal plane surface corresponds to random process with σ = 0. Let us define this ideal limit as zero-plane. In spite of similar variances σ effective molecular interaction can be quite different due to significant differences of correlation lengths τ . Indeed from Fig. 9a one can see, that surface has very sharp structure, since, peaks of the surface are located close together. This structure prohibits a particle to approach the zero-plane. Another case with smoother surface structure where fluid particle can easily pass throw the zero-plane is shown in Fig. 9b . These qualitative discussions can be illustrated by calculation of effective potential according to expression (56). In the case of materials with small variance of the surface, general formula for effective fluid-solid interaction potential may be significantly simplified. One can use the observation that near z = 0 the second part of the integral (56) is much smaller than the first one.
Let us consider the L(z, h) function, which in essence is the average behavior of the random solid in each layer h in presence of fluid particle at the distance z from the mean value m of the solid surface. For the surfaces with small σ the value of L(z, h) increases rapidly on the interval z > 0. Moreover, in the limit σ → 0 this function becomes zero for z < 0 and infinity for z > 0. Thus, the point at the first contact of the fluid particle with diameter d and the curve L(z, h) corresponds to the minimal distance ∆ between center of particle and mean value m.
Graphical explanation can be found in Fig.11 . Existence of the minimal distance ∆ is caused by repulsion hard sphere potential between fluid and solid particles. Thus in this case the general formula for effective potential may be simplified and has the following form
Furthermore one more step of simplification could be done. One can replace the value of integral (57) by interaction potential of some reference system with appropriate shifting. In this work the reference system corresponds to solid media with flat surface and is described by well Steelle potential [25] .
where ρ s = 0.114Å −3 is the number density of carbon atoms in graphite, δ = 3.35Å is the interlayer spacing in graphite, sf and σ sf are the characteristic energetic and scale parameters of the solid-fluid LJ potential. According to general property of interaction potential the point where U App f s (z) becomes zero corresponds to the minimal distance ∆. In other hand in the case of Steele potential this point z can be obtained easily from explicit equation U St (z ) = 0. Thus approximation of effective fluid-solid potential can be written as
It is important to note that ∆ is strongly depends on the variance σ, correlation length τ of the surface and fluid molecular diameter d. Results of numerical calculations which demonstrate behavior of ∆ can be found in It follows From Fig. 12 , that in the case of very small geometric heterogeneity (σ near zero) lateral structure of the surface is not important. However with increasing the value of σ influence of correlation length τ becomes rapidly crucial. Thus one can see that small (smaller than molecule diameter) values of τ lead to effective repulsion of fluid particle from the solid due to geometric effects. In contrast large values of τ cause the deeper penetration of fluid particle in solid media.
Well-defined materials
Results of this work can be formally used to describe of molecular interaction with well defined materials. Let us consider one of the main type of cubic crystals -face centered cubic (fcc) ones. More precisely crystals with the following surface lattices (111), (100), (110) are considered. Schematic illustration of these cases can be found in Obviously, the boundary surface of these materials is not smooth on the molecular scale. As one can see from Fig 13 each molecular structure can be approximated by heterogeneous surface. It is important to note, that these surfaces are deterministic and direct analogy with above results is not correct. However instead of averaging over random process realizations, it is possible to use spatial averaging over the surface geometry. Then parameters σ, τ, m, ∆ which characterize geometry of the surface and can be calculated numerically. Numerical results can be found in Fig. 14 Obtained effective fluid-solid potentials corresponding to small scale approximation can be found in Fig. 15 . One can see that all three potentials are shifted to the left in comparison with smooth case (Steele potential corresponds to solid line in the figure). This fact illustrates that heterogeneous potential in these cases is softer than smooth one. Considered cases have the following order: (110) has the softest potential (the smallest ∆), then (100) and (111), respectively. This order agrees well with results of Monte-Carlo simulations [26] for monolayers with the same fcc structures. Obtained results correlate with atomic patterns schemes Fig 13. Indeed case (111) has the most dense packing stricture which prohibits molecular penetration, otherwise in case (110) structure is not so close and fluid molecules can penetrate deeper.
FIG. 15:
Effective fluid-solid potentials corresponding to small scale approximation. The black dot corresponds to value of ∆ from Monte-Carlo simulations [26] for (110) solid media.
VI. CONCLUSION
In current research we developed the general theory of effective fluid-solid potential for heterogeneous surfaces. Our approach is based on theory of Markovian random processes and the first passage time probability problem. The first passage time probability problem was reformulated and applied as part of averaging procedure. It can be applied for wide range of correlation functions of the random solid surface.
Finally numerical results for effective fluid-solid potentials in the case of amorphous materials with high heterogeneity were obtained. Also the general formula for potentials was simplified in the case of small surface heterogeneity. Obtained expression was applied to several types of face cubic centered crystals. It was shown that the wider is the lattice spacing in terms of molecular diameter of the fluid, the more different is between obtained potentials and homogeneous one. Also this effect was demonstrated in [26] by fully atomistic Monte-Carlo simulations. A comparison is presented that shows good qualitative agreement of theory predictions and simulation. The method provides a promising approach to explore how the random geometry heterogeneity effect on thermodynamic properties of the fluid which is highly desirable in any DFT calculations. whereh = h/σ. After simple modification in (24) one can rewrite initial sum using (A1): In the result there is exact expression for condition probability function (24) 
Secondly, the integration over ξ can be considered in complex plane ξ → iy: 
